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A Farewell Message from President Judy Hall
Hello Fellow Volunteers,
I hope all of you felt the love
shown throughout the
hospital during Volunteer Week
and especially from Jean, Julie and
Tessa. They put so much time and
effort into making sure we knew
everyone was “Wild About Their
Volunteers.” If you made the trip to
the Chattanooga Zoo, I know you
will agree with me that it was a
delightful experience on a beautiful
afternoon with some wild creatures Auxiliary Board Secretary Susan Potts and
(both big and small). My husband Auxiliary President Judy Hall were “framed” as
and I had never visited there, and we they enjoyed the zoo during Volunteer Week.
found it to be a fun and impressive
place. My favorite animals were the giraffes, the leopards, and the sand cat.
The ZOO is well designed and the habitats are clean and beautiful. Finishing
the tour with snow cones of most any flavor imaginable, goodies, cookies,
drinks and playing cards made for a wonderful step back into childhood. Thank
you Jean and Team! We are WILD about you too!
After a three-year term, this will be my last note in the Cheerio Chats as
Auxiliary President. Reflecting on the challenges of these past years, I think the
Auxiliary Board, the volunteers, and the hospital staff is to be commended for
coming up with innovative ways of keeping things going. We participated in
numerous ZOOM meetings before we could convene again at the hospital. I
especially thank Jean for her guidance and Tessa and Julie and Betsey for their
helpfulness. I also thank the numerous Auxiliary Board members who agreed to
serve an additional year on the Board with me. I regret I was unable to visit
around to different CHI Memorial locations and personally meet more of the
volunteers as this was one of the early goals I set as Auxiliary President.
Looking forward, I am delighted Dr. Jim O’Connell is nominated to take
over the helm and help guide us for the next two years - maybe into some new
frontiers. With his wonderful sense of humor, the Board meetings will likely
include some fun and humorous moments. I will remain on the Board as
Parliamentarian, and I look forward to continuing working with the wonderful
Board. Board members are pictured on page 3 and listed with their positions on
page 2. If you have the opportunity, please thank them for their service and for
representing your work area.
I thank you again for your volunteer contributions to our wonderful hospitals
and other CHI Memorial locations. We truly are an awesome group of loving,
giving people!
Judy Hall, Auxiliary President
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Auxiliary Fund Raising Report
Hello to The Best Volunteers EVER,
Thank you all for volunteering for our vendor sales and coming to shop
for great merchandise. We are so happy to be doing on-site sales again, but
that does mean we need volunteers to help. If any of you would like to
work an early morning shift, 7 a.m. until 10 a.m., we would greatly
welcome your help. The work is easy and enjoyable.
Our first on-site sale of 2022 was March 21 through March 25 when we
hosted Collective Goods at both the Hixson Hospital site and the Glenwood
Hospital site. The total net sales from both sites was $11,390.83 with
a rebate to the Auxiliary of $1,708.62.
Then, April 21 and April 22, we hosted another favorite vendor on-site the Masquerade $5 sale at Glenwood only. The net sales were $4,860 with a
rebate to the Auxiliary of $972.
The Fundraising committee
is working on scheduling more
on-site sales with some of our
former vendors, and we hope to
have a few new ones. We are so
grateful for all our vendors and
appreciate their consideration of
the restrictions we have as a
hospital.
Fondly,
Tish Barlew
Carol McCamish
Fundraising Committee Co-chairs Tish Barlew

Dr. Kodsi Wins Karaoke Contest
to Raise Funds for United Way
This year to raise funds for the
United Way, several individuals/
departments recorded entertaining
videos for employees to enjoy.
Employees were given a link to view
the videos and invited to vote (with
money) for the funniest, cutest, most
original or the one they liked the most.
Link to the winner: https://
drive.google.com/file/d/
1e18XgA4TKQdaFLAR2bFPvEHuzK
Cn-0cW/view?
Dr. Kodsi’s
rendition of “It’s
a Small World”
received the
most votes in
the Karoake
Contest. Dr.
Kodsi was also
named an
American Red
Cross Hospital
Medical Hero for
his work in
community
COVID-19
vaccine fairs. He
reminds us: “It
was a team
eﬀort.”

and Carol McCamish helped set up the pavilion
for the Pink! Gala. Here Jerry McClanahan shows
them how to fold the napkins to hold the menu.
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Meet the Current Auxiliary Board; It’s Election Year

(standing) Volunteer Director Jean Payne, Newsletter Editor Joyce Dick, Fundraising Co-chair Tish Barlew, Parliamentarian Phyllis
Parks, Treasurer Barbara Kramer, Secretary Susan Potts, Area Representatives Gail Finnell, Don Baker, and Debby Williams,
Fundraising CoChair Carol McCamish, Volunteer Coordinator Tessa Long. (Seated) Vice President Jim O’Connell, President Judy
Hall, Area Representatives Debbie McClanahan and Mary Lou Vaught

This being an election year for
officers of the CHI Memorial Auxiliary
Board, it seemed like a good time to
review the operation of the Board and
Auxiliary organization.
The CHI Memorial Auxiliary with
150 members was formed in March
1953, two years after the hospital
opened, as the community sought ways
to assist the new hospital. The goals
included assisting in different hospital
departments and raising funds in
support of hospital projects. One of
their first gifts was $5,000 to equip the
hospital’s first recovery room.

The community was so committed
to helping the hospital that by 1962,
there were 620 registered volunteers
and 450 employees. CHI Memorial
currently has nearly 400 volunteers
serving in more that 80 positions
throughout the system. These include
members of the Auxiliary, a few Red
Cross volunteers, Independent
volunteers, and Student volunteers.
The Auxiliary is governed by a
board of officers and service area
representatives (chairpersons), who
meet every other month. Serving on
this board offers Auxiliary members an
opportunity for leadership in making
decisions on policies, fundraising
proposals, and pledges of funds.
The board works with Volunteer
Services and the Foundation to
select projects the Auxiliary
might support to benefit patient
services that support the strategic
plan of the hospital.
The executive board includes
the President, Vice President,
Communications Secretary,
Recording Secretary, Financial
Officer, and Parliamentarian.
The Women’s Auxiliary in the 1950s hosted
Officers, committee chairs, and
hospital functions. Today, the Auxiliary welcomes appointed service chairpersons
men and women and students. All are needed.
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are listed on page 2. Officers are
elected to serve two-year periods,
except for the Vice President, who
agrees to six years of service – two
years as Vice President, two years as
President and two years as
Parliamentarian. Service chairpersons
are appointed to two year terms and
may serve two terms consecutively.
You should have received your
ballot for the 2022-2024 officers. Jim
O’Connell will be moving from vice
president to president; Debbie
McClanahan is on the ballot for vice
president; Joyce Dick, communications
secretary; Susan Potts, recording
secretary; Barbara Kramer, financial
officer; and Judy Hall will move to the
parliamentarian position. Though they
are all unopposed this year, it is
important that you return your ballot.
The officers will be inducted at the
Awards Banquet in June.
The current officers were asked to
serve an additional year after the year
of COVID when volunteers could not
help out in the hospital at all.
If you are interested in learning
more about the Auxiliary organization,
you can refer to your handbook - or you
are welcome to attend a meeting.
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Jean’s Jazz
“Go fast, go alone; Go slow, go together.”

- unknown

Celebrating National Volunteer Week was such a blast, I don’t
know who had more fun – our Volunteers, Julie, Tessa, or me! Our
theme of “We Are WILD about Our Volunteers” couldn’t be more
true, and we were excited to have a special outing among the “wild
life” at The Chattanooga Zoo celebrating our wonderful team being
together in this special fun-filled venue.
We also had fun rounding on all campuses – sharing hugs, words
of appreciation, and “wild” little packages with kisses and a zoo
Director Jean Payne, Guest Services Manager Julie
animal inside reminding everyone to come join the fun. (see photos
Touché, and Volunteer Coordinator Tessa Long
“We are truly “Wild about Our Volunteers.”
of zoo fun on page 11) The COVID pandemic has definitely made
these past few years a “wild journey,” yet our Volunteer Team was
always ready to support our ministry in any way you possibly could.
The quote “Go fast, go alone; Go slow, go together” definitely made me think of
our Volunteer Team. Because we go together, and we have gone far as a team
supporting our staff, those we serve, and each other through the pandemic. That is the
CHI Memorial Volunteer Team’s style!
A few things we learned through COVID: How to adapt to constant change, how
not to take anything for granted, how many blessings we have in each other and all
those around us, and what great healthcare heroes we have in our CHI Memorial
ministry.
Because of the time off with COVID, we have many “firsts” to celebrate. The
Auxiliary Service Awards Banquet is just around the corner, and it will be the first
time in two years to have this wonderful celebration. At our banquet, in addition to
fantastic fellowship, food, and entertainment, we will also recognize volunteers
reaching milestones in their service and install our new Auxiliary Board officers.
I want to thank all our Board members for going beyond the call of duty by
agreeing to serve another year and doing a great job. As President, Judy Hall soared as
she was faced with some unusual challenges. She quickly learned Zoom technology
Julie Touché won a first place medal
and how to conduct meetings without missing a beat. She was keenly aware of guests in the Melanoma Run; Her daughter
joining the meeting and kept things flowing in a timely, gracious way. I can’t thank her Stella was very proud of her mom.
enough for her amazing leadership, her grace, and her ability to go with the flow with
such joy and gentle humor. We are glad she will continue on the Board as Parliamentarian.
This is also the first time in two years that we have welcomed student volunteers, and we have had 22 go through
orientation and begin working at different sites. They are
appreciated for their energy, enthusiasm, and service.
We also had our first Melanoma run in two years – and
our first medalist in the Volunteer Services Department.
Julie Touché came in first in her age category, and her
family was with her all the way. We set up our recruiting
table and may even have recruited some new volunteers.
Our volunteers were a great help during the recent Joint
Commission on-site accreditation survey when CHI
Memorial was evaluated on patient care processes,
documentation, and every detail of operations. We did
well, and we will share results with you in our August
A Caring Spirit Award was presented to volunteers who completed
issue.
their term of service. Pictured are Julie Touché, Jean Payne, Judy
Hall, Mary Lou Vaught, Willie Harvey, Gail Finnell, and Phyllis Parks. Thank you so much for your dedication to our ministry.
Not pictured is Liz Phillips.
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Volunteers Learn of Miracles in Stroke Care
Friends of CHI Memorial and Volunteers enjoyed an
evening of learning about advancements in Alzheimer’s
Disease, Parkinson’s, and Stroke at a special event in April at
the Golf and Country Club.
Neurologist and Vice President of Medical Affairs Dr. Matt
Kodsi, Geriatrician Dr. Alycia Cleinman, and Stroke and
Neuroscience Center Director Dr.Thomas Devlin interactively
discussed the latest developments in the diagnosis and
treatment of diseases of the brain.
Dr. Devlin told of amazing new treatments and clinical
studies now being done at CHI Memorial in partnership with
stroke centers all over the world. These include new clotbusting drugs, stem-cell therapies, and interventional methods.
CHI Memorial is moving forward in pursuit of becoming a
Comprehensive Stroke Center, the highest designated standard
of care for regional stroke centers.
Dr. Devlin has recruited
an incredible team of
nationally renowned
stroke care specialists who
have dedicated their
careers to saving and
improving lives.
Dr. Kodsi and Dr.
Cleinman discussed
symptoms and treatments
of Alzheimer’s and
Parkinson’s diseases.
The doctors willingly answered
“I was interested to learn
volunteers’ questions. Dr. Devlin
that
dementia is not a
above is talking to Allan Lewis.

Volunteer Director Jean Payne and Friends President Sue
Culpepper. Anna Gustad and Karen and John Carden

Renard Ragsdale with the Golf and Country Club talks to Carol
McCamish. Mickey McCamish, Ismahen Kangles, and Tish Barlew.

disease, but a symptom caused by diseases that affect the
brain,” says Volunteer Allan Lewis. Physicians emphasized
the importance of early diagnosis and cited many resources in
the Chattanooga area to assist patients and caregivers.
Though damage to the brain is irreversible, treatments are
available to slow disease progression and improve quality of
life. Dr. Cleinman’s Center for Healthy Aging offers thorough
evaluations and specialized care for older adults.

Blessing of NeuroInterventional Radiology Suite of New Stroke Center
Physicians and staff recently gathered
The advanced imaging capabilities of this system are near
for a blessing and dedication of the new to the emergency room to provide rapid assessment and
NeuroInterventional Radiology Suite and treatment of conditions of the nervous system and brain.
learned more about how this technology Volunteers may visit the Center on 2 Central.
will help save lives and
prevent disability from
stroke. Using image-guided
procedures, Dr. Jussie Lima,
interventional and vascular
Betsy Kammerdeiner neurologist, has a clear view
offered the blessing
of a blood clot causing a
of the new Suite and
invited staff members stroke and uses special
devices to remove the clot
to bless equipment
they will use. Dr.
and restore blood flow to the
Devlin told of imaging brain. He can also provide
possibilities.
treatment for a stroke caused
by bleeding in the brain, repair aneurysms, and
other vascular disorders.
(Left) Physicians and staff examine the amazing imaging equipment. (Right)
Leadership team participating in blessing for God’s hand in healing: Dr. Devlin,
Janelle Reilly, Jennifer Patterson, Dr. Rhonda Scott, Dr. Jussie Lima, Diona Brown.
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How Do We Make God’s Healing Presence Known?
by Betsy Kammerdeiner, Market Director of Mission Integration

As part of CommonSpirit Health,
we make the healing presence of God
known in our world by improving the
health of the people we serve especially those who are vulnerable while we advance social justice for all.
How? How can we make the
healing presence of God known in our
everyday encounters with patients and
families and the public and each
other? Day after day? In all kinds of
situations? How?
Imagine…
“You are holding a cup of coffee
when someone comes along and
bumps into you or shakes your arm,
making you spill your coffee all over.

We can make God’s healing
presence known in our world
by allowing ourselves
to know that presence
within our own selves.
Why did you spill the coffee?
‘Because someone bumped into
me!!!’
Wrong answer. You spilled the
coffee because there was coffee in
your cup. Had there been tea in the
cup, you would have spilled tea.
Whatever is inside the cup is what
will spill out. Therefore, when life
comes along and shakes you (which
WILL happen), whatever is inside you

will come out. It’s easy to fake
kindness, until you get rattled. So we
have to ask ourselves… ‘What’s in my
cup?’ When life gets tough, what
spills over? Joy, gratefulness, peace,
and humility? Anger, bitterness, harsh
words, and reactions? Life provides
the cup, YOU choose how to fill it.”*
We can make God’s healing
presence known in our world by
allowing ourselves to know that
presence within our own selves. The
challenge is giving ourselves enough
time to refill our cups with the kind of
stuff that we don’t mind spilling over
when we get jostled. AMEN
*(Author unknown)

“Refilling the Cup” in Spiritual Care Services
CHI Memorial’s professional
hospital chaplains are vital in making
the healing presence of God known to
patients and families at CHI Memorial.
Matthew Miller, who has been with
our Spiritual Care Team for nearly six
years and served as manager for the
past two, is leaving this month to
return to the Pacific Northwest to a
similar position with medical centers
in Bellingham, Washington. He lived
there as a teen-ager, and he will be
closer to his parents and family.
“Matthew will be very, very
missed,” says Betsy Kammerdiener.

Chaplain Matthew Miller, Philip,
Juliana, and Theodor

“We are interviewing to fill that
position right now.”
Matthew brought some unique
qualifications to his role. In addition to
his professional CPE training, he spent
seven years studying for priesthood
with the Dominican Order. During that
time, he spent several months at the
school of scripture in Jerusalem, did
course work toward a theology degree,
and earned a Master’s of Arts in
Philosophy.
Before he said final vows, he
decided he wanted to marry and have a
family. He met his wife Juliana, a
Brazilian, on line. “She is a musician,
and classical music was a connecting
factor,” Matthew says. “She played in
the orchestra in her home state.”
After several trips back and forth,
they were married in a civil ceremony
in the states and a church wedding in
Brazil. They lived in Brazil for three
months while Matthew wrote his
thesis. His first position as chaplain
was in Springfield, Oregon.
“We arrived in Chattanooga in
October 2016 right before the big fires
in Gatlinburg. Our son Theodor was
two years old. Philip was born here.”
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Spiritual Care Manager Matthew Miller, is
saying goodbye to Betsy Kammerdiener
and CHI Memorial and moving west.

“Our decision to move back to a
colder climate, away from the warm
friendships and rewarding work with
an excellent team at CHI Memorial
was made with much prayer and
consideration,” Matthew says. “We
have loved it here. I especially enjoyed
my work with the Ethics Consultation
teams, working with Bill Hawkins and
the CPE students, and with pastors
from various denominations who are
finally able to visit parishioners who
are hospitalized.”
“I appreciate the volunteers very
much. Dr. Bill Davis, a volunteer and
professor of philosophy at Covenant
College, serves on the Ethics
Committee. He brings a valued
perspective to discussions of ethical
consults, which occur when doctors
are unsure of how to proceed.”
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From Ballet to Physical Therapy to Leadership
““I am honored to serve and support the work of our incredible teams
in weight management, diabetes and nutrition, and physical, speech,
and occupational therapy at CHI Memorial.”
While growing up in Cleveland,
Melissa White studied ballet and
danced in the Nutcracker in the
Cleveland City Ballet for six years. “I
think that fueled my interest in
movement and fitness and directed my
path to physical therapy,” Melissa says.
After completing her undergraduate
Melissa White while degree and the Doctor of Physical
serving as president
Therapy program at UTC in May 2009,
of Junior League,
Melissa began working at CHI
2020-2021
Memorial as a physical therapist in the
acute care setting. She became director in 2015, and in 2019
she was also named Director of Diabetes and Nutrition and
now is also Metabolic and Bariatric Surgery Coordinator.
“We are certified as a Comprehensive Center in Bariatric
Surgery with Obesity Medicine Qualifications, which is
really a pretty big deal,” Melissa says. “We are the only
Center in Chattanooga that has the Obesity Medicine
Qualifications with our certification. We offer both surgical
and non-surgical treatment for obesity. Any individual who
really wants to lose weight can access the program, which is
very individualized and supported by specialists. You don’t
have to have a physician referral.”
“Our outpatient physical therapy programs are embedded
at the YMCAs in Hixson and at Hamilton Place, a good
partnership. We encourage our patients to focus on overall
wellness, and many are able to transition to programs at the
Y. We are also a resource for the YMCA members for skilled
therapy services. We offer speech, occupational, aquatic, and
balance and pelvic health therapy.”
Melissa met her husband Eric through a kick ball league.
“He was on a team with some of my friends, and I liked to go
watch them play,” she
explains. They have
been married almost
five years.
Eric had been a
teacher and coach for
about 10 years, helped
develop a charter
school in Dalton, and
now works as a
consultant doing
professional
development for
teachers.
Melissa and Eric in protective harnesses
Eric and Melissa
on the Sydney, Australia, bridge climb in
are
huge Tennessee
2020.

Titans football fans and go
to several games every year.
They also love to travel and
plan one international trip a
year. It was London in 2019
- a play at Shakespeare’s
Melissa and Eric at a Titans’ game
Globe Theatre, excursions to
Stonehenge
and Windsor
Castle, many
museums, and
high tea.
“We had a
bonus trip then
to Australia
Melissa and Eric
when Eric was
loved the wildlife in
invited to
Australia (left) and
speak at a
dote on Lola, their
conference for
labradoodle (above).
his company in
January 2020. We loved the wild life, the beach, the famous
Opera House and all. We even got to attend a musical in the
Opera House, which was outstanding. We also did the
Sydney Bridge climb, which is very high and gives a
fantastic view of the city.”
Melissa has been active with the Junior League for the
past nine years and has served in several leadership roles and
major fund-raising events for the good work of the League.
Though her work at CHI Memorial is demanding, Melissa
says, “I truly enjoy serving here at CHI Memorial with these
incredible teams who give their all to their patients. I am
honored to serve and support their work.”

Melissa and Eric driving ATVs in Jamaica in December 2015
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Auxiliary Board Tours Recharge Suite Open for Healing
Volunteers are welcome to visit the
new Recharge Suite (your badge opens
it) that is designed to support
emotional, spiritual, and creative needs
of employees, physicians, and
volunteers. The Auxiliary Board
recently toured Suite 460 on the fourth
floor of Medical Building West, which
provides space for reflective artmaking, instruments for relaxation and musicTish Barlew (above) asks Chyela about
the refreshment area. Board members
guided meditation, group support meetings and
below left are: Debbie McClanahan, Tish
skill-building sessions, a lactation room for
Barlew, and Carol McCamish. (below right)
mothers at work, and office space.
Jim O’Connell and Debby Williams.
Board
members
admire the
comfortable
seating, art
work (some
by Volunteer
Sister Mary)
and the
relaxing
atmosphere.

Director Chyela Rowe says people
reflect on Merideth Garret’s wall
art,describing 9 types of people.
Chyela is an 8 - The Challenger.

Art Auction Honors Volunteer Osmette Kadrie; Funds Cancer Resources
Mark Schmissrauter and Catherine Covey Schmissrauter hosted an art auction at the Mountain
City Club featuring the art of Melissa Hefferlin, Daud Akhriev, and Reagan Schmissrauter to raise
funds for the Joe and Virginia Schmissrauter Center for Cancer Support at CHI Memorial in
memory of Osmette Kadrie, who volunteered in cancer services. For 13 years after she completed
treatment for cancer herself, she compassionately guided and comforted patients in cancer services.
Osmette was born in Senegal and raised Muslim. In 1969, she fell in love with a Canadian
medical student vacationing in Lebanon - Hytham Kadrie. They married and moved to London,
where Hytham was finishing a neurology residency. Dr. Kadrie became one of CHI Memorial and
Chattanooga’s first neurologists when they moved here in 1977. They were also one of the first
Muslim families. They had four children: Daughter Ismahen is a teacher and
Mark Schmissrauter
welcomed guests at the art
counselor at Howard; Son Karim is in real estate, and Son Tareck is a neurologist.
auction and shared
Sadly, their daughter Michelle was killed in a car crash at age 16.
Osmette’s story.
In 2016, the cancer returned in her lungs, and though Osmette bounced back again
for a time, but she decided on hospice care in 2017, considering it a way of preparing herself and her family
and living the rest of her life in dignity. She touched countless lives with her kind and loving manner.
Columnist David Cook, who told her story, appreciates advice she often gave him: “Pray, David. Just pray.”
Osmette
The gift in her name will help to continue free services for cancer patients and their families at the Center
Kadrie
for Cancer Support. No referral is needed. Patients may receive cancer risk guidance, financial counseling,
massage therapy, relaxation techniques, nutrition planning, printed resources, and more.
Arts Therapy and Wellbeing Is Pleased to Announce the Completion of the Healing Garden Art Project
The colorful Healing Garden (pictured left) on the rooftop
near the MICU waiting room is now open. Rondell Crier
designed the space that features a walking path and a
ground mural on the paving under the flower planters and
seating areas. Volunteer Shannon Lorenzo-Rivero cares for
the plants in the garden.This creation was funded by a New
Works Grant to support artists hurt by the pandemic.
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Honored as CommonSpirit’s First Philanthropist of Year
When they sold their company in 2007, they
Rich and Barbara Kramer were excited to
wanted to do something meaningful with their
be invited to a zoom meeting of a
time. They met and fell in love with Jean and
CommonSpirit Health Summit.
her staff and began volunteering two days a
“Jennifer wanted us to see Christine
week at the Chattanooga hospital plus helping
Willingham receive the Catherine Spalding
with special projects and serving on boards.
Award,” Rich says. “We had been among
“We truly believe in the mission of CHI
those who nominated Christine, and we were
Memorial. That’s the reason we’ve committed
thrilled to watch her receive that recognition.”
our time, talent, and treasure here. The values –
Then on the video screen, the new
compassion, inclusion, integrity, excellence,
CommonSpirit award for Philanthropist of the
and collaboration – are more than words.
Year among their 142 hospitals across the
Hospital and Foundation leaders live by the
nation was announced.
mission in making decisions. We love working
“This award celebrates someone who has
with them to make Memorial better. We feel
given of their time, resources, efforts,
rewarded every time some simple thing we do
recruitment and advocacy to support their
Rich and Barbara Kramer with as volunteers makes life a little easier for a
foundation in a meaningful way over a
CommonSpirit’s Philanthropist patient or family member.”
sustained period. This year’s winners: Rich
of the Year Award.
The Kramers have three children: Son
and Barbara Kramer.”
Stephen is an RN in telemedicine at UAB
“We were totally shocked, and our faces
hospital in Birmingham, AL using patient data to search for
registered it,” Rich says. “We have never been so surprised.
trends that will drive future healthcare practices.
This is truly the most significant award we have ever received
Daughter Erika, a kindergarten teacher is in Franklin, TN
– without a doubt. We treasure this honor.”
with her husband Jon Michael and their two-year-old son Jon
Rich and Barbara first became acquainted with the CHI
(Johnny) Kramer Taylor.
Memorial Foundation 22 years ago when their banker invited
Son Richard and his wife Julie
them to a luncheon where the concept of a comprehensive
live
with a dog and three cats in
breast center was presented. “Our business in Ringgold
Hendersonville,
NC where he is a
(Metro Boiler Tube) was doing well, and we were open to
opportunities to help bring good things to the community. The bread and pastry baker for Sierra
Nevada - following in his
concept made sense; I knew how comprehensive care would
grandfather’s footsteps.
impact women like my mother who had breast cancer. We
Rich enjoys woodworking and
wanted to be a part of it.”
creating pictures from pallet wood
The Kramers continued to give to oncology services. As
in his workshop. He donates one
one pledge is paid off, they look for other opportunities – an
exam room, a dressing room, each year to the Pink! auction.
The arrival of their first
a patient room. They began
grandchild on April 15, 2020, was
to support Pink! And enjoy
“a ray of sunshine,” especially
the gala event. The Nurses’
station in the Buz Standefer during the pandemic, and
watching little Johnny grow and
Lung Center is named for
learn is now the delight of their
them. They participate in
First grandchild Jon
lives and another reason to want to Kramer Taylor (Johnny)
and support Elizabeth’s
make the world better and excellent on his second birthday.
Outrun Melanoma event.
He already knows sports
healthcare accessible.
They have also given to
logos of the family’s
support cardiac services, and
favorite teams.
other vital
programs. Their
current pledge is to
the new hospital in
Ringgold. “Our
business was in that
The Kramers stand beside the 3-D community. They
Mammography machine they gave helped us when we
a few months before Barbara was needed it, and
diagnosed with breast cancer - on supporting the new The entire Kramer family shares in support of CHI Memorial. (L-r) Jon
this very machine. “Our investment hospital is a good
Michael Taylor, Erika. Rich, Barb, Barb’s dad Bert Wiegand (now deceased),
in high quality and compassionate way to give back,”
Stephen and Richard had a part in the dedication of the Kramer Family
cancer care was there to help us
Rich says.
Cardiac Imaging Center. When possible, they also participate in the
when we needed it.”

Melanoma Run and attend Pink!
9
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The Comfort Closet Needs Your Help
A few months ago, an appeal for assistance went out for
volunteers willing to help with the Comfort Closet. This
ministry was set up in 2017 to provide clothing when needed
for individuals being discharged from the hospital.
“It needed to be cleaned up and organized and stocked
with suitable clothing,” Jean says. “It had gotten into such
disarray, it was not useful. We definitely needed help.”
Barb and Rich Kramer answered the call. They
remembered how Barb’s father had been taken at night by
ambulance to the hospital in a pajama top and underwear.
“When he was ready to go home, they gave him a
blanket to wrap around himself,” Rich says. “How nice it
would have been if they had been able to give him a pair of
sweat pants. A little thing, but a comforting touch.”
Because of that experience, Rich and Barb decided they
would like to help with the Comfort Closet project.
“We were a little surprised when we first walked in. We
found a jumble of bags of clothing of all different sizes, not
always clean. Most things we would not have felt good
about giving to anyone. We couldn’t think of a good way to
organize this variety of donated items.”
“Thinking it would be wonderful to be able to give new
basic garments which would be simple to organize, we
began to search prices and found we could purchase sweat
pants and a sweat shirt in most sizes for less than $20, and
these would be practical for men, women or children.”
The Kramers made a proposal to Volunteer Services and
the Foundation. “They created a Comfort Closet Fund, and
we used it to purchased items in several sizes. We packaged

Volunteer shuttle driver George
Valadie writes of his experiences.
It’s becoming one of the most
enjoyable days of my week. Tuesdays –
the day I volunteer at the hospital.
When I stepped away from the
school where I’d been principal, I had
no plans at all and could only tell my
wife, “We’ll figure it out.”
When my mom retired at 80, I
worried that she wouldn’t figure it out,
that she wouldn’t know what to do with
herself. I’ve never been so wrong.
She threw herself into volunteering
as her way of paying back for those
who had stepped in to help her kids
when she was working. Even at 80, the
woman was a lot to live up to.
I asked Volunteer Director Jean to
put me where she needed me. They
didn’t ask me to save lives. They
actually prefer that I don’t try that.

Rich and Barbara Kramer saw the real need for the Comfort
Closet when her father came to the ER. They designed a simple,
color-coded system to make new garments accessible when
needed. Volunteers are encouraged to donate to the
Foundation’s Comfort Closet Fund. Donations of any size will
help keep the closet stocked. The clock above belonged to
Barb’s father, the inspiration for the Comfort Closet
transformation. The color code makes it easy to find items.

them in separate plastic bags with size labels and put them
in clearly-labeled, color-coded bins to help someone find
something quickly.”
Jean is delighted with the plan. “It has been very difficult
for us to get the specific types of clothing we needed and
keep the room organized. It is now easily maintained. Case
Management and Nursing and others are happy to be able to
give new items to patients - with love.”
Volunteers are invited to come tour the Comfort Closet,
which is next door to the Volunteer Services Office.
Please consider making a monetary donation to the
Foundation to help keep the Comfort Closet stocked.

Anything would have been fine with
me. I even volunteered to mop floors.
As it turns out, I don’t think I’m doing
anything they can’t survive without.
But Tuesdays are always good days.
I even had to pass the eye test. That
seemed like a lot. Turns out my vision
is important since I am driving a used
Toyota and the hospital is liable. I
drive patients and visitors to and from
their cars. I’ve got a map for when they
are lost and a radio for when I am.
As you would imagine, I try to keep
the conversations casual and upbeat.
In this setting I’ve already found it to
be a risky question, but I still often ask,
“How are you today?”
It was just my first day when a rider
lamented, “I’m here to get my
pacemaker checked. They say I’ve only
got two months left.”
“Oh dear,” I offered. “I’m sorry to
hear that.”
10

“Oh, I don’t mean me. I mean my
pacemaker. I think I’m gonna have to
get a new one in two months.” He
laughed, I laughed. Our day was better.
“How’s your day been going?” an
elderly gentleman asked as he piled
into the car and sat next to me.
“Well, I’m in this car with a heater,
so I’d have to say pretty good so far.
How about you?” I replied.
“Well, it’s a bonus day for me. So
all is good.”
“A bonus day?” I asked.
“Yep, my brother used to say that
every day you wake up is a bonus day,
so we should enjoy it and do something
good with it. It’s how I try to look at it
anyway.”
I gave him a ride. He gave me
more.
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Volunteers Celebrated Wildly All Week
“We appreciate our volunteers immensely all year long, but one
week of the year we try to express that appreciation in a fun and
memorable way,” says Volunteer Services Director Jean Payne
“We had a wonderful time this year celebrating our amazing
volunteers during National Volunteer Week! We have more than
325 volunteers who enrich our ministry every day. This year's
theme was 'We Are Wild About Our Volunteers.’ To celebrate,
we enjoyed an outing to the Chattanooga Zoo.”
Charlita & Gerald Wellington
see chimps in Gombe Forest

A family feeds the animals. Sherry Baierl and Mary Collins
enjoy the scene and take pictures.

Dr. Dowlen & grandson
Ben Cagle&Johnny Loyd & shaved ice

Kay & Tony Giggy, Khadijah Muhammad, & Jean

Jean, Elaine & Bob Neville & Joyce Dick

Alton Carson enjoys
cream topping on icee

Linda and Jim Cole

Barbara Ashby and Karen Mathis

Kaye & Larry Blalock & Brenda & Alton Carson

Keith & Carolyn Bobo, Susan Johnson, Tessa Long, and
Linda Thompson at check-in table
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Cindy Lewis and Renee Greene

Julie Steele & Eileen Ransom with Eileen’s
grandchildren Chance, Hudson & Tinley.
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Debbie McClanahan - Lifelong Learner
Growing up in the unique
cultural environment of
Oak Ridge, Tennessee,
where her father was an
accountant with the Atomic
Energy Commission (now
part of the Department of
Energy) may have helped
influence Debbie
McClanahan to be a
lifelong learner, as are
many of our volunteers.
The authorities who built
the “secret city” during
World War II recruited
highly-educated and
Debbie and Jerry McClanahan
learn and stay fit by traveling and talented people to work on
hiking. Pictured here in Sedona, atomic energy and created
they like visiting national and
an enriching, educational
state parks and plan ahead to be community atmosphere to
sure of accommodations. Her
keep those people. Oak
favorite so far has been Glacier Ridge soon had more
in Montana and Canada.
Ph.D.s per capita than any
other community in the nation. The need for this emphasis
continued during the Cold War.
“My parents often told my sister and me that we were
getting a great education, and looking back on it, I know
they were right. The teachers emphasized math and
science, but I was curious about everything,” Debbie says.
Debbie earned her bachelor’s degree in psychology
and sociology from the University of Tennessee at
Knoxville, where she met and married Jerry. They liked
the Knoxville area, but when he got a job as a mechanical
engineer with TVA, they moved to Chattanooga and fell it
love with it. Debbie continued to pursue her education,
earning a master’s in psychology from UTC.
“I liked being a student, but I finally entered the workforce and began working at Unum (then Provident Life
and Accident), and loved it. I worked there 30 years and
learned a lot working with different types of people.”
In 2014, Debbie and Jerry were both diagnosed with
cancer within 10 days of each other, definitely an
unexpected learning experience.
“We had our surgeries and treatment at CHI Memorial
and were very impressed with the exceptional care we
received. The doctors and nurses patiently answered my
questions, no matter how many I asked,” Debbie says. “I
clearly remember very nice volunteers helping us get to
the right places for our medical procedures. I decided then
that when the time was right, I would volunteer here.”

After recovering from cancer,
Debbie decided she needed to step off
the corporate merry-go-round and take
care of her health and Jerry’s. Jerry
continued to work for a little longer but
he has now retired - somewhat. He still
does consulting work from home.
“We work together on our health; I
guess you could call us exercise nuts,”
Debbie says. “We are members of the
YMCA and exercise almost every day. I
Debbie recently
do Pilates and weight lifting, and run
attended the
with a group of friends. Jerry swims and “Advancements in
Medicine” Seminar.
does spin classes. The Y feels like our
second home.”
As they have learned more about health and fitness,
they’ve been working on their diet. “I’m always looking
for new recipes and information on nutrition.”
Debbie also began volunteering one day a week at the
Guerry Heart and Vascular Center entrance on the
Chattanooga campus. “I like that we work as a team, and
my co-workers are great. Every day is an adventure. We
never know who might come through the door or how we
may be asked to help.”
Debbie also enjoys other opportunities volunteering
gives her to learn. “The Advancements in Healthcare
programs are fantastic. Learning about the research and
technology being developed to treat strokes was so
interesting. It makes me more optimistic knowing
something can be done to prevent debilitation from
strokes, and I am proud that Memorial is in the forefront
of international research and treatment.”
“People don’t need to go out of town for advanced
treatment. We have it right here.”

Debbie and Jerry in Bristol,
on a day trip to visit family.
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Debbie helping with the setup for Pink!
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Pink! Meets Challenges; Volunteers Help with Set-Up
Due to the COVID Omicron surge in January, the Foundation made a
difficult decision to reschedule the Gala and Color Chattanooga Pink. Unable
to find an open date at the Convention Center, the Pink Committee decided to
hold Pink at the First Horizon Pavilion, an open-air pavilion, on March 12
when The Party On the Moon Band was available.
In a ceremony at First Bank, a Mayoral Proclamation officially declared
March 5-12 #ColorChattanoogaPinkWeek with Dr. Mary Lambert, Head of
Community Health, representing the city. Dozens of businesses joined in the
effort to spread awareness of the importance of annual mammograms,
preventing and fighting breast cancer, and supporting the women - and men who experience breast cancer. You can see pictures of many of these
businesses and of the Gala at https://www.facebook.com/Pinkgala/

CEO Janelle Reilly speaks at the kick-off and
proclamation of #ColorChattanoogaPinkWeek.

The staff at Soiree’s and SoundForce worked tirelessly to put together a
plan to transform the pavilion into a venue living up to the grand tradition of Pink! This included enclosing the pavilion
with custom-made heavy vinyl walls, hanging chandeliers, and lots of sheer fabric. The theme was “Beyond the Palace
Gates - an Evening in the Royal Garden.”
CHI Memorial volunteers were among the many on site to help set up for the gala.

Jeremy Riley, Jake Johnson, and Rob Long work
on valet gifts.

Barb and Rich Kramer, Tish Barlew, Carol McCamish, John and Karen Carden,
and Elaine and Bruce Boncutter helped with Pink! Setup.

Carol McCamish, Barb and Rich Kramer fold napkins.

Tim Granger, Debbie Smith, Teresa
Bledsoe and Tammy Singleton package
succulents for table favors at Pink!

Debbie
McClanahan
places folded
napkins on plates.

Karen Sloan and Jack Rigger unpack leis; Kim Coffey, Eileen
Ransom and Karen Carden fold napkins.
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Pink! Gala’s 17 Year Total - $5.4 Million
“First Horizon Pavilion was almost completely transformed into
an elegant setting for our Pink! Gala on Friday,” says Foundation
President Jennifer Nicely. “Volunteers had the tables set, bars were
ready, the auction display laid out, and much of the décor in place.”
“Unfortunately, heavy winds blew through Chattanooga that night
taking out a number of the heavy vinyl walls, breaking glassware on
some of the table, tipping over the bar, and more - and the wind was
still blowing Saturday morning and temperatures were below
freezing. “SoundForce worked feverishly to get the walls in place
The 17th year for the Party with a Cause
and get heaters to provide some warmth, but not enough.”
“Here we experienced an outpouring of support from the community.
Coca Cola Bottling brought in two tractor trailers and we also used the
mobile mammography coach to help block the wind. The Songbirds
venue agreed to open for the live band and dancing that evening. Three
school buses were provided to shuttle attendees to the dance site. Hand
warmers were donated, and the Gala went on - successfully!”
“We are so thankful to everyone who stepped up to make Pink! 2022
go forward in spite of everything. We are thankful to all the sponsors
and guests who braved the temperatures to support the MaryEllen
Locher Breast Center and celebrate our cancer survivors.”
With the 2022 gala, the grand net total over the past 17 years is over
$5.4 million raised by Pink! to support the MaryEllen Locher Breast
CEO Janelle Reilly and her husband Pat; Pink! CoCenter at CHI Memorial!
Chairs Mark Hite and Marcus McKamey; Kevin
Vaughn, and Foundation President Jennifer Nicely.

Pictures tell the story: Guests wore coats, but enjoyed
the auction and the event as much or more than ever.

Auction items included many paintings, excursions,
and a BMW Baby Racer.

Dan & Amber Norton hold a
labradoodle like one auctioned

(Standing) Barb and Rich Kramer and son
Stephen, and Tim Granger (seated) Vivian Stone,
Jean Payne, Charlie and Betsey Erwin

School Bus drops guests oﬀ
at Songbirds for dancing.
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Guests enjoy dancing to Party On the Moon at
Songbirds.
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A Light in the Dark; A Beacon of Hope
Volunteer Vicki Jackson collects
lighthouses. “I don’t remember
how I got my first one, but they
have always fascinated me,” Vicki
says.
“Now I probably have more than
100. My home and office were
decorated with them. I think of the
Vicki Jackson on a cruise
lighthouse as a beacon of hope, a
points to the lighthouse at light that guides ships or people to
St. John, New Brunswick.
safety.”
In her work administering tests at
Chattanooga State, her lighthouses were symbols of hope for
many people.
“At one time I was chief testing administrator for the city
of Chattanooga,” she says. “I gave people GED tests and
certification tests of all kinds - radiation technology, lab tech,
dental hygienists, nurses and LPNs. I don’t even remember all
of them.”
Vicki worked for Chattanooga State for 46 years total: 38
years full-time. “I retired once and had just started
volunteering when they asked me to work half a day in the
learning lab with students at risk, which I found very
rewarding. When you see a student who is really struggling
and you are able to help them and see them graduate – that is
exciting. I had students of all ages – from right out of high
school to in their 70s and 80s.”
Vicki remembers one gentleman from Dunlap who had
been told all his life that he was dumb and would never
amount to anything. “He wanted to prove to himself that he
could do it. He got his GED and went on to college. He was
speaker at his graduation. He was 76 years old.”
Vicki met her husband Charles at Chattanooga State when
they were students. They were married in May of 1976. “I had
finished my degree and started working, and he went on to
Cleveland State to study criminal justice. He was a police
officer for the city of Chattanooga for about eight years.”
“Then, he came to me one evening and said he felt that he
had been called to preach,” Vicki continues. “He did a trial
sermon and has been preaching ever since. Even as a child, he
has loved the Bible and church. He spends hours doing
research, reading, and preparing. He wants to help people

know and understand
scripture.”
Someone from First
Baptist in Hixson heard
Charles speak at a
funeral and asked him
to be their interim
pastor. After a few
weeks, the church
asked him to serve. “He
talks about retirement, Vicki Jackson and her husband Charles
but he loves his
ministry,” Vicki says.
Vicki sees volunteering as
her ministry. “I love being
able to meet the people who
come in. I have a heart for
it,” she says. “When they try
to tip me, I say, ‘Your smile
is my tip.’ I get paid in smiles
and appreciation, and enjoy it
more even than the full-time
jobs I have had.”
Vicki and Charles have
two sons. Christopher works
in marketing for City Bank in
New York. He has a 9-yearold daughter named Sloan.
Vicki enjoyed working with
Patrick works in
Howard Gropper now deceased.
Information Technology in
Murfreesboro. He and his
wife Torria have a blended family of three daughters – Jayla,
15; Laila, 14; and Cree, who just turned two.
Vicki’s favorite activity these days is entertaining her
granddaughters. But cruising is also a passion for both Vicki
and Charles. “We love it!” she says. “Our first cruise several
years ago hooked us. After that we tried to go somewhere
warm every January. We’ve been to Alaska a couple times in
late summer when the weather is beautiful. We were supposed
to go along the coast of New England where I hoped to see
some famous lighthouses, but the weather was bad. That’s still
on my bucket list.”

(left) Vicki’s son Christopher with daughter Sloan; (right) Jayla, Laila, Vicki’s son
Charles Patrick, Cree, and Torria
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Superheroes Vicki, Louise Arnold, and Betsey Erwin
during a Volunteer Week celebration
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Many good things are happening with the Foundation, and you can read about many of them in this issue. Our Pink!
Gala is featured on pages 13 and 14. Overwhelming community support and creative people helped overcome unimagined
obstacles, and in spite of the cold and last minute changes, some people are calling it one of the best galas ever.
Getting outside again on a beautiful day for Elizabeth’s Outrun Melanoma walk/run was fun and rewarding in many
ways. You can read about that on page 21. Our own Julie Touché and Chyela Rowe were among the many medal winners.
We are in the midst of a capital campaign for the Georgia Hospital (see page 19) and
countless other projects. I am grateful for an amazing, creative, and hard-working staff.

Memorial Hospital Foundation Awards $104,500 in Scholarships
Spring brought graduations and the joy of awarding more than 50 total scholarships to help
area high school students and many employees.
Several were endowed scholarships awarded to individuals choosing to take nursing
education, going into their final year of nursing education, or nurses or employees seeking
advanced degrees in health care fields or specialization in nursing.
The MaryEllen Locher Scholarship Fund at CHI Memorial Foundation awarded 28 college
scholarships to graduates who have either lost a parent to breast cancer, have a parent who is a
breast cancer survivor, or have a parent currently in treatment.
We are proud to support these worthy students who have gone through hardships at early ages
as their families endure breast cancer battles. We are excited to invest in their futures.
The 28 college scholarship recipients for the 2022-2023 academic year represent 18 area high
schools in Southeast Tennessee and North Georgia.

MaryEllen Locher Scholarship recipient Logan Griﬃth
recently graduated summa
cum laude from Middle
Tennessee State University.

Jennifer Nicely Named
CommonSpirit’s SE
A New Waiting Area (Man Cave) and Amenities for Men with Breast Cancer
Division VP of Philanthropy
Congratulations
to Jennifer Nicely on
Breast cancer in men is rare, but in 2022, it’s
this new position,
estimated 2,710 new cases of male breast cancer
which gives her
will be diagnosed in the United State. Though this
overall responsibility
only accounts for about 1% of all breast cancer
for fund raising for
diagnoses, it is important that men are aware of
CommonSpirit
their risk of developing breast cancer and have the
Jennifer Nicely
facilities in five
same excellence in medical care as women.
Southeastern states, which will
Thanks to a generous donation from the Elaine
involve some travel.
S. Hill Breast Cancer Support Services Fund, the
Gowns geared for men were made by
The best news is she will
MaryEllen Locher Breast Center created the Male Evelyn Reed.
remain as Foundation President
Oasis - a special place - a man cave - where
and Chief Philanthropy Officer
they can wait comfortably for their care.
for CHI Memorial, a role she
Creating awareness that men can be
accepted in March 2008, after
diagnosed with breast cancer is the first step in
nine years with the Foundation.
protecting them from the disease. All men and
She has played an integral
women need to pay attention to changes in the
part in fundraising efforts
breast that could be warning signs that could
totaling more than $50 million.
help in early detection.
She and her husband attorney
You can watch the blessing of this new
Maury
Nicely have two sons:
space by copying and pasting this link in the
Jim Gray's painting "The Story" is an artistic
view into the life of Jesus. Looking closely, Charles and William.
URL: https://www.youtube.com/watch?
you see Mary, baby Jesus, the cross, etc.
v=mloB4rqiX8Q
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Volunteer Isaac Barukh Considers Himself a Gypsy
“I’ve been so many places, I feel
like a Gypsy,” Isaac explains. “I was
born in India and got my early
education there, and then immigrated to
England with my family. I got my
education as an engineer in England
and worked a while. Then, I joined the
Merchant Marines as an engineer and
traveled the world. When I came to the
United States, I went to California and
worked at the Shriner’s Hospital in Los
Angeles for more than 35 years.”

Isaac, (on right) on shipboard with a
fellow officer, served as an engineer in
the Merchant Marines.

At Shriner’s, Isaac was Director of
Engineering, which involved keeping
equipment working and the hospital
looking as it should. He met his wife
Lindsay, a physical therapist for
children at Shriner’s.
Smog in the Los Angeles area home
he first bought for $37,500, caused him

to move north to Thousand Oaks. “I had
to drive an hour each way to work,
sometimes more, depending on traffic,
but it was worth it. The road was just
two lanes at first. Not now. We enjoyed
California. It has everything close –
beaches, desert, snow-capped
mountains, big city cultural activities,
and rural areas.”
Isaac and Lindsay have five
children, nine grandchildren, and two
great grandchildren. Sam, the youngest
son, passed away a few years ago. He
and his wife Jenifer have one son
attending college in California.
Arthur, their oldest son, and his wife
Peggy have four children and two
grandchildren. Arthur owns California
Lasers, which specializes in fabricating
and pioneering devices for medical,
aerospace and other industries.
Daughter Rebecca and Jordan have
two children. She is assistant principal
of a Chattanooga school.
Daughter Sarah and her husband
Matt have three children. She is a
Chaplain at Cedars-Sinai Medical
Center in Los Angeles. He is a Rabbi at
a Jewish school there.
Daughter Regina is a midwife and
nurse practitioner in Nashville and will
be married in August.
When Isaac retired, their daughter
Rebecca encouraged them to come to
Chattanooga, and they have loved it.

Isaac Barukh and his wife Lindsay (both standing) with his older sister, his children and
grandchildren.
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Isaac and Lindsay Barukh

They both
started
volunteering,
but Lindsay has
not been able to
continue. Isaac
now works two
days - driving
the golf cart at
Hospital
Chattanooga
and working at
the Registration Isaac at work at Shriners
Desk at Hixson. Hospital in Los Angeles
(Early 2000)
“I worked
many years for money, but I’m past
that,” Isaac says. “Now, I am retired and
I want to give back. Many times people
try to give me money, but I tell them I
am here to help you and the hospital.
Please give the money to someone
else.”
“Time goes so fast. That’s why as
humans we should be kind to each
other, Isaac says. “Through my
journey in life and from the Bible, I’ve
learned that if you hold a grudge, you
are only hurting yourself. You need to
forgive and move on. Life is too short.
Be thankful for today, and make it the
best day possible. Keep doing all you
can do. Independence is a good thing.”
“I like working at Memorial and
interact with many employees who are
here to do everything they can to make
life better for the patients. They take
pride in doing their best.”
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Long-time Hixson Volunteer Remembers When . . .
Jo Anne Taylor remembers . . .
. . . when CHI Memorial Hixson was North Park Hospital. She still has her 1987 orientation card.
. . . when Red Cross Volunteers worked at the Information Desks in many hospitals. (The Red Cross
sent volunteers to Memorial Hospital shortly after the hospital opened.)
. . . when volunteers delivered mail and flowers to patient rooms and medicine to medicine rooms on
the floor. She even helped in the Recovery Room some. It was a different time.”
Jo Anne has a vague memory of when CHI
Memorial purchased North Park
Hospital
, and she continued as a Red
Cross volunteer.
“Then at some point the Red Cross changed
its emphasis more to disaster relief, and I joined
the Auxiliary volunteers,” JoAnne says. “I now
work in the Imaging Department, where I stay
busy and feel I am needed. My boss Regina
Rogers tells me so every day. She’s one of a kind
- the best kind.”
Jo Anne grew up in middle Tennessee. “My Jo Anne and Bob held granddad operated a little grocery store/gas station in sons Caleb and Seth on a
2009 trip to China to visit their
Jo Anne and Bob also rode in a richshaw in
Sparta and did some carpentry work on the side. I son in Jingzhou, a village to
Beijing, in an old part of the city (referred to as
was an only child. I went to Tennessee Tech in residents though having
a Hutong) with very narrow streets.
nearly
a
million
people.
Cookeville and met my husband Bob there. I was
an education major, but after doing student
teaching, I decided not to be a teacher and took a
Civil Service exam. I got a job with the Social
Security Administration. After 13 weeks of
training, I was assigned to the Huntsville office.”
When Bob completed his engineering degree,
they were married and lived in Huntsville. “At
that time, the job situation wasn’t good, and he
applied to TVA. We moved first to Knoxville and
then to Chattanooga in 1980.”
“We bought a house in Hixson and have been
here ever since,” Jo Anne says. “After our son
Wade was born, I became a stay-at-home mom
and loved it. Our son Dale was born a few years One of the “high” points of a 2012 trip to England and Ireland to visit friends
was climbing many steps to walk onto the lead-covered rooftop of Ely
later. I took them to appointments, to ball
Cathedral in Ely, England, and enjoy a fantastic view of the countryside.
practices, etc. When they were both in school, I
did some volunteering for our church – the Clear
Their three boys were born in China – Seth (15), Caleb
Creek Church of Christ, for a Thrift Store in Highland
(13) and Joel (9). Lisa now works for Unum, and Dale for
Plaza, for Partnership for Family and Children’s Services – Agape Asia.
different places I thought I could help.”
“We enjoy traveling, and went to see our grandchildren
Their oldest son Wade and his wife Suzanne live in
in China more than once. Dale and Lisa were also good
Jacksonville and have three children: Caroline (17),
about coming home almost every summer, but it’s hard
Hampton (15), and Weston (12). Wade is administrator of a traveling with children. We’re glad they are close now.”
Rehab and Skilled Care facility, and Suzanne works in
“For our 50th anniversary in 2019, we planned a big
administration at Volunteers in Medicine.
trip with the whole family - five days in London and five
Dale and his wife Lisa now live in Chattanooga after
days in Paris. Then Covid hit. So the 12 of us are looking
teaching English at a University in China for 10 years.
forward to going this year and making some memories
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Georgia Hospital Officially
Approved - But . . .
“We are thrilled that we now have approval to build the
new hospital in spite of opposition from Parkridge,” says
Administrator Angie Stiggins. “But Parkridge could still
appeal that decision, which would delay the construction in
court. They have until the end of May to file an appeal.”
“We have been aggressive in asking them to stand down
and encouraging people to call or write executives at
Parkridge and let them know how much the hospital is
needed in that area. Those residents should not have to drive
30 minutes to a full-service hospital.”
“I would invite volunteers to call, too. We made a
promise to Catoosa, Walker, and Dade counties to build this
hospital when we first acquired the license to operate the
hospital in Fort Oglethorpe, and CHI Memorial keeps its
promises,” Angie says.
“Parkridge says we should stay in the building we have,
and we did look at that. We had a study done and found the
cost of bringing the old building up to code would be more
than a new building. Plus, we do not own that building or the
land. We only own the hospital license.”
“The new hospital is less than six miles away, which they
do not oppose. We don’t understand Parkridge’s reasoning.”

Proposed CHI Memorial Hospital on the Parkway.

Hoping that Parkridge will not appeal, CHI Memorial is
finalizing project plans and groundbreaking is set for this
fall. The hospital is scheduled to open in the fall of 2024.
The new hospital will feature 64 inpatient beds, including
an intensive care unit, a full service emergency department,
operating rooms, and an endoscopy lab.
It will connect to the current CHI Memorial Parkway
building, which contains the Rees Skillern Cancer Institute
for radiation treatment, an imaging center, a MaryEllen
Locher Breast Center, and a multi-specialty clinic.
“CHI Memorial has been committed to serving this
community for nearly 30 years. This new hospital is what the
people of North Georgia need and deserve, and we are very
happy to partner with them on this journey.”

Congratulations to Angie Stiggins - Market Vice President of Ancillary Services
Angie Stiggins has been named Market Vice President of Ancillary Services for CHI Memorial. She
is also Site Administrator of CHI Memorial Hospital Georgia.
Ancillary services are diagnostic or supportive measures that the hospital and physicians use in care
of their patients. These include imaging, rehabilitation services, respiratory care, diabetes, weight
management, and emergency medical services - the ambulances, dispatchers, and answering service.
Angie is also co-chair for Emergency Management and Preparedness, responsible for training at all
sites for any kind of disaster - natural or man-made.
Angie Stiggins - “I truly love my work and am blessed with a phenomenal team in all areas. - people dedicated to CHI Memorial.”

Georgia EMS: Call of the Year Award
CHI Memorial Is Wild about Volunteers
- and Employees
Volunteer Brenda Wrape stands in the tableau of animals that
expresses appreciation to employees. The same message
went to volunteers during Volunteer Week. Special events
included a zoo trip and animals from the Humane Society.

Three members of the CHI Memorial Georgia EMS team received
the Pediatric Call of the Year Award at the Georgia Northwest
Region Awards Banquet. In February Paramedic Mandy Allen, EMT
Riley Amoriello and Paramedic Joe Green (holding awards) were
dispatched to a residence where a 20-year-old had just delivered a
child and both were in critical condition. Another ambulance was
called, and one transported the baby to NICU at Children’s Hospital.
The mother was transported to another hospital for care, and both
received timely and effective care.
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Update on CHI Memorial Hospital Hixson
Deb Moore, Vice President Oncology Services
and CHI Memorial Hixson Administrator, is
doubly excited that funds raised at the Pink! Gala
will be going to enlarge and relocated the MaryEllen
Locher Breast Center in Hixson.
Interviewed on the Pink Carpet at Pink! this year, Deb
expressed how blessed she is to work with an amazing team
in Oncology Services. “They are always looking for the
next best things - better access to care for everyone, better
equipment, staffing,” she said, and added, “I am blessed at
Hixson, too. Our MaryEllen Locher Center has been in such
demand, we really need to enlarge and relocate to the
hospital campus, and Pink! Funds are going to help us.”
“We have had all the services available, but in a rather
makeshift location in a Professional Building across the
street on Old Godsey Lane. Now we will create a special
space in the hospital, planned to the last detail with inviting
and comforting aesthetics and improved processes. In the
hospital we can also provide biopsies and do other
procedures to make everything more convenient.”

Administrative Assistant Pam Hendricks and Deb Moore
celebrated with volunteers at the zoo for Volunteer Week.
Volunteer Jimmy Sissom (center) joined them in the fun.

Freeman is filling in as chaplain as
needed. He has reinstituted morning
prayer time on the intercom and is very
receptive and helpful to everyone.”

Celebrating All Employees

Many Good Things Happening

Hixson’s Director of Clinical
Operations
Rebecca Jones also praised
Deb praised the entire team - including volunteers - for
employees.
“We also celebrated hospital
just completing a “very successful Joint Commission
week
in
May
to recognize everyone in
Survey at Hixson and Chattanooga. We are still waiting on
the
hospital
our CNAs, secretaries,
Sergio Freeman,
the Georgia survey. Though we work hard all the time to be
respiratory
care,
pharmacists, our
interim chaplain
current in all their requirements, the survey is still a
paramedics,
EMTs
and
the
entire
EMS
stressful time, and our team performed beautifully on both
Workforce, security, environmental services, maintenance,
campuses. We were ready, and Georgia is ready, too.”
the lab, human resources, our excellent executive team, and
“We also want to thank Tim Granger and Arts Therapy
our volunteers. We are truly blessed to work with such
and Wellbeing for bringing all new art work to the Hixson
caring and dedicated individuals.”
campus. It looks great.”
“In small ways, we tried to show that appreciation. We
“I’d also like to express served shaved ice on one hot day, had a barbecue meal
appreciation to Sister
served another day, and offered pet therapy.”
Alice O’Connell, SCN.
She is an LPN helping on Twin Doctors Coming
Home to Chattanooga
the nursing units, but
Identical twins Jeremy
since she has been here,
and Jermaine Hogstrom will
she has stepped up to
be coming to the Hixson
every new request we
campus in September to
have made of her. She
begin their medical practice
was a door screener, she
helps with infusion clinic in their home town. The
Hogstrom brothers grew up
and with the COVID
in Chattanooga, graduated
injection unit. She is
Drs. Jermaine and Jeremy
from UTC, and went on to Hogstrom are coming to Hixson.
always willing to help
study osteopathic medicine They were once volunteers at CHI
where she is needed.”
Memorial.
“After losing our dear at Edward Via College of
Osteopathic
Medicine
at
Auburn
University. They
friend and chaplain
completed
an
internal
medicine
residency
through
Emily Cornelius, RN on Unit 2 gives Kathryn Johnson, we are
love to a dog from McKamey Animal happy that Sergio
the Detroit/Wayne County Health organization, working
Shelter during Hospital Week.
with patients at Sinai Grace Hospital.
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Community Benefit Awards Making a Difference
Giving support to partners in the community is one way CHI
Memorial seeks to achieve our vision to establish and sustain
healthy communities. We are blessed to have partners who align
with our ministry and are happy we can collaborate with them.
Together we accomplish more.
Several awards have recently been presented.
CHI Memorial awarded $52,000 to UTC’s Kay Chitty
Professorship. This partnership increases staffing at our
Community Health Center in Hixson and improves access to
healthcare for uninsured residents.
Nicole Brown and RonelleSellers - CHI Memorial leaders The funding also supports the Kay Chitty Professorship at UTC’s
and UTC alumni were thrilled to present a Community
School of Nursing to continue excellence in training of nurses. CHI
Benefit Award to Chris Smith and Leslie Moro of the UTC Memorial leaders/UTC alumni were thrilled to present the award.
School of Nursing.
A $5,000 Community Benefit Award was presented to the
Bethlehem Center. The funds support the Alton Park Community Farm and Market which addresses systemic injustices
in terms of access to healthy food and health care resources. We are also partnering with them at their Juneteenth event
doing health screenings. (See page 22)
Wa also presented a $5,000 Community Benefit Award to the YMCA. The funds will support the Healthy Living
Program which includes: YMCA Diabetes Program, Food RX, Healthy Heart, LIVESTRONG at the Y, Matter of
Balance, Rock Steady Boxing, and Pedaling for Parkinson's.

Joining the White House 'Cancer Moonshot'
In February, Dr. Rob
Headrick, chief of thoracic
surgery at CHI Memorial met at
the White House with other
leaders in cancer care. President
Biden announced that he is
giving new life to the Cancer
Moonshot initiative first
launched in 2016 when he was
Vice President.
The goal is to invest in
programs that will accelerate the
rate of progress against cancer
Chief of Thoracic Surgery Dr. Rob
and
reduce the cancer death rate
Headrick visiting the White House.
by 50 percent within 25 years.
Dr. Headrick answered the call to action on cancer screening
and early detection. CHI Memorial, in partnership with the GO2
Foundation for Lung Cancer, is proud to bring lung cancer
screenings to at-risk, rural residents across Southeast Tennessee
and northern Georgia. The Breathe.Easy. mobile screening
program currently provides more than 1,000 lung cancer
screenings annually, primarily to those who are uninsured or
underinsured.
Planned expansion of the Breathe.Easy. program will extend
mobile lung cancer screening further south in Georgia and into
Alabama.
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Nicole Brown Selected for
Leadership Program
Nicole Brown is excited to be
selected to the Urban League’s 2023
Inclusion by Design (IDB) Executive
Leadership Program, a multi-faceted
Nicole Brown
executive development program.
This program seeks to create a pipeline of highly
skilled leaders - people of color and women - and
prepare them to be successful executive leaders.
“Our first session challenged us to learn more
about ourselves and how we work with others. We
will be rated as we work on projects together and
learn to improve our skills and communication in a
competitive and creative workplace,” Nicole says.
‘Speck of Light’ Highlights
Behavioral Health Issues
CHI Memorial Arts Therapy
Director Chyela Rowe spoke on the
intersection of the Arts and healthcare
at UTC’s ‘A Speck of Light’ concert
Chyela Rowe
to bring positive attention to
behavioral health issues. Chyela also
shared ways people can have access to arts-based
behavioral health services. You can watch this
program at https://www.youtube.com/watch?
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Announcements and Important Dates
Another ‘A’ Rating by
Leapfrog
Hospitals Chattanooga and
Hixson both received an “A”
Leapfrog Hospital Safety Grade for
Spring 2022. This national
distinction recognizes CHI
Memorial’s achievements in
protecting patients from preventable harm and error in the
hospital. (Hospital Georgia is not rated due to volume.)
All employees and volunteers have helped in
achieving this rare and significant recognition for quality.

Don’t Forget - We’re Wild About You!
You and a Guest are cordially invited to
the 2022 CHI Memorial Auxiliary
Service Awards Celebration
Thursday, June 2, 2022
5:30 p.m. to 8:00 p.m.
At Brainerd Crossroads (4011 Austin Street)
RSVP 495-8610

Help the Heart WALK Team

Remember: $5 for annual membership or $100 for a
Lifetime Membership pin.

Employees are already raising money to have a good
representation in the Heart Walk on October 1.
Volunteers can help support this event to raise money for
the American Heart Association by registering to walk
with the team, purchasing a t-shirt, or making a donation
to win a quilt. Call Matt Thomas at 423-495-4137 or
email matthew.thomas525@commonspirit.org.
Your contribution helps fund research on heart
disease, the creation of new medical devices, the
teaching of CPR, and programs to boost heart health.
Our 2022 Heart Walk t-shirts will be available for
purchase. Short sleeve and long sleeve shirts will be
available and range in price from $18.75 to $33.

Cancer Connect Is Available 24/7
CHI Memorial Rees Skillern Cancer Institute has a
valuable resource to help cancer patients in the
Chattanooga area and their families navigate the cancer
journey from start to finish.
Cancer Connect is a direct line to the answers you
need. When you or a loved one learn you have cancer,
it’s a time often filled with anxiety and unknowns.
Whether you have questions about a new diagnosis,
need help with appointment details or information on
our highly trained cancer specialists, CHI Memorial
Cancer Connect is a comprehensive resource for any
cancer-related concern.

Juneteenth is a federal holiday in the United States
commemorating the emancipation of enslaved AfricanAmericans. Originating in Galveston, Texas, it has been
celebrated annually on June 19 in various parts of the
United States since 1865. June 19 is the day in 1865 when
a Union Army general arrived in Texas with 2,000
soldiers, and informed over 250,000 Black Americans that
slavery had been abolished at the end of the Civil War.
Memorial is partnering with the Bethlehem Center in
Alton Park and in Avondale for community Juneteenth
celebrations. We will be providing blood pressure
screenings and health information. A variety of vendors
will had exhibits and services.

New LPN Residency Program
CHI Memorial is pleased to announce its new licensed
practice nurse (LPN) residency program will begin in July.
Recent graduate LPNs who have less than 12 months
experience in the hospital setting will gain exposure to
different areas of the hospital. The program begins with an
intense 12 week orientation period of on-boarding
education mixed with bedside experiences in multiple
nursing units. LPN residents are matched to a home unit
for completion of unit specific orientation. Our program is
designed to walk with new graduate LPNs through the first
12 months of their career at CHI Memorial.
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